Future Transport London campaigns for
sustainable solutions to London’s
transport problems favouring public
transport, walking and cycling over
private cars.
Membership £15 a year.
Please join us.
Contact Chris Barker.
46 Redston Road, N8 7HJ.
email: chrisjbarker46@gmail.com
phone: 020 8347 7684.

The newsletter is edited by
Chris Barker. Contributions are
welcomed. Opinions expressed are
those of the authors and are not
necessarily those of Future Transport
London.
Please look at and comment
on our new website at https://
www.futuretransportlondon.org/.
All issues of the newsletter can
also be found there.
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Possible’s Car Free London campaign:

Working with London’s communities to re-imagine their neighbourhoods free from car dominance

The Car Free Cities campaign
works with local communities in
Birmingham, Bristol, Leeds and
London to co-design and deliver
practical grassroots solutions
that reduce motor traffic
dominance.
Launched in March 2021 by
the national climate charity
Possible, it supports ordinary
people to take positive action
on climate.
In London, traffic reduction of
somewhere between 27% and
60% is needed to achieve our
climate targets, and a quarter of
our carbon emissions come from
surface transport. This scale of
traffic reduction requires a shift
from private car ownership
to prioritising active and
sustainable transport and
shared mobility.
Although around 50% of
households in London don’t
own cars, we recognise that
many people feel dependent
on their cars due to the lack of

infrastructure supporting better
transport choices. We actively
recruit people from London’s
diverse communities in our
projects and amplify the voices
of those who are often underrepresented in healthy streets and
active travel campaigning,
especially those who are most
affected by the harms of traffic
dominance.Over the last year,
we’ve run a range of projects
which have had a huge impact.
We’ve run doorknocking surveys,
finding a huge majority of residents want to keep their modal
filters. We’ve encouraged nearly
a thousand drivers to leave the
car at home for the month, and
almost all of them are cutting
their car use permanently. And
we bring pop up parklets to life
across the country, reclaiming
space from cars and handing it
back over to people. As a result
of this, Hackney New Primary
School Parents group hope to
bring a permanent parklet to
their school.

Data collection is key to our
campaign and we produce a lot
of our own research. We have
published several reports with
the Active Travel Academy, on low
traffic neighbourhoods and equity;
school streets; envisioning
inclusive cities in a car free future
(with a focus on the needs of
disabled people); cargo bikes for
commercial use; the impact
of congestion on emergency
vehicle response times; and
parking policies, access to green
space and the role of parklets.
We’ve even published a guide
on how to talk about car free
cities.
Possible is a member of
the Healthy Streets Scorecard
Coalition and the Clean
Cities campaign. We work
in close partnership with other
key stakeholders and NGOs to
lobby for change in London.
Our tool to help people respond to
the recent ULEZ expansion consultation was used more than
4,500 times.

For our next project, we
will interview experts about their
visions for a car free
London and we’ll run
community design workshops in
Tooting during October/
November. This input will be
used to re-imagine Mitcham
Road free from cars, before
launching our visions with a billboard campaign in 2023 alongside a petition calling
for politicians to support them.

Carolyn Axtell

Sign up to the Car Free London
e-bulletin at: https://www.action.
wearepossible.org/page/94072/
data/1.
You can also contact Carolyn Axtell,
Car Free London campaigner at
carolyn@wearepossible.org
All our reports can be downloaded
at https://www.wearepossible.org/
our-reports

CLOSING
CITY
AIRPORT

Although City Airport is
convenient for business people
working in the City or Docklands, it has long been a source
of contention for local
residents.
It brings noise, congestion
and disturbance to the locality.
HACAN (Heathrow Association
for the Control of Aircraft
Noise) set up HACAN East to
campaign against it. Whilst
initially there would be only
30,000 flights a year using
turbo-prop aircraft and none
in the evening or at weekends,
they are campaigning against
current plans to increase this to
150,000 including early
mornings, evenings and
weekends.

A new impetus to close the
airport is being led by Greater
London Assembly Green Party
member Sian Berry. The opening of the Elizabeth Line, she
argues, brings Heathrow within easy reach of the City and
Docklands making City Airport
unnecessary. Reusing the land
could bring 17,000 new homes
and 16,000 new jobs to the
area. She adds: ‘Closing City
Airport is possible and long
overdue and now Crossrail is
open, this is not only realistic,
it’s necessary. People living
around the airport in Newham, have put up with this
noise and pollution on their
doorstep for long enough.
They are the people who first
alerted me to this idea, and
they need to have this huge
area of land under their control at last’.
‘With City Hall now next
door, fiercer climate targets
and a deepening housing crisis, this area could be an
amazing new quarter for London, with space for new
homes, new green spaces, and
new green businesses. The
owners have already put their
expansion plans, which Sadiq
Khan approved, on hold. Now
is the time to start talking
about more sustainable ways
to make a profit on their investment because shutting
down London’s smallest airport and using the land for
good would have massive,
long term benefits for London’.

ULEZ
EXTENSION
The consultation on extending the ultra low emission zone to the
Greater London boundary from August 2023 closed on 29th July.

Although there was widespread support for the proposal there
was vociferous opposition from some. Although one could
speculate that most of the opposition was from disgruntled
and relatively rich drivers their main beef was the unfairness
imposed on poor people who need a car but cannot afford to
replace their polluting one.
The Mayor recognises that there will be an impact on some
people including some disabled people and care workers where
employers do not reimburse staff. The Transport Committee
recommended that discounts, exemptions and reimbursements for the existing inner London ULEZ scheme should remain in place and some grace periods should be extended. The
Mayor is also considering reintroducing a targeted vehicle
scrappage scheme and the Transport Committee recommended that there should be incentives to take up alternative ways
of getting around through mobility credits, which could include
free membership of car clubs and shared bike hire and additional travelcard value, to help Londoners to make more sustainable choices.
The Mayor reports that, since the ULEZ expanded up to the
North and South Circular roads, compliance levels with ULEZ
emissions standards have increased to 93.8 per cent in May
2022, up from 86.9 per cent in the weeks before the zone expanded. There were also around 21,000 fewer vehicles in the
zone compared to pre-scheme levels. Furthermore, NO2 concentrations in inner London are estimated to be 20 per cent
lower than they would have been without the ULEZ and its expansion. In central London, NO2 concentrations are estimated
to be 44 per cent lower.

Uneasy truce ends TfL funding row
After countless extensions to the
short-term funding agreement,
and a final deadline of 3rd
August , TfL ran on empty until
30th August when an emergency
board meeting agreed to accept
the deal on offer from the
Department of Transport.
The alternative was a section
114 notice and the government
running bus and tube services
instead of the Mayor.
Details of the agreement remain
sketchy. There was reference in
press reports to the new Piccadilly line trains, but those had
been committed to before the
pandemic and are being built in
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Goole. Nothing has been said
about the signaling upgrade
which would make optimal use
of the new rolling stock. The under 18 pass is protected, but the
cost to the public purse of doing
otherwise was greater than the
cost of the current scheme.
Nothing has been said about
the ‘temporary’ restrictions on
the Freedom Pass or the demise
of the over 60 pass. Bus cuts
will be 4 per cent rather than 18
per cent, but it is unclear if this
will influence consideration of
the responses to the recent consultation. TfL is required to put
forward options for reform of its
pension scheme, but not direct-

ed to change it, and one of the
options will be the status quo.
Changes to the state pension age
could lead to alterations to the
occupational scheme in any case.
The deal is for eighteen
months; Andy Byford was hoping for three years. The temporary sticking plaster agreement
lasted for more than two years,
so at that rate negotiations for
the next deal should have started six months ago. The hope is
that fares and other income will
cover operating costs in eighteen months’ time, but the Mayor has to find £600k. of unspecified savings. There would then
need to be an agreement on

capital projects. Given the gestation period of major schemes
(Crossrail route safeguarded
1989, opened 2022) we will be
witnessing the effects of this
long period of inaction in twenty
years’ time.
We are told the final agreement is an improvement on the
‘final’ offer issued in July, but no
detail of what has been
changed. There are hints of
heavy fare increases, with the
RPI + 1 formula not ruled out as
it has been for National Rail
fares. Just as the Mayor could
not freeze all fares, the DfT cannot enforce disproportionate increases in London fares.

BUS
CUTS
Bus routes should not be
preserved in aspic but the changes
currently proposed, whatever
rationality they might have, are
driven by the government’s
insistence that TfL should break
even by 2023.
This despite the devastating
effects of the pandemic and
despite the fact that London
has considerably less government support for its operations
than comparable networks in
other cities around the world.
Even before the changes 300
buses had been cut by reducing
frequencies. Although a deal has
now been agreed there is still
likely to be another four per cent
cut in bus mileage, but this is
certainly better than the 18 per
cent reduction which could have
been necessary without a deal.
The deal also provides for the
creation of an additional 25 km
of bus lanes (hopefully 24 hours)
and for five new bus corridors.
London TravelWatch has made
a detailed response to the consultation. It points out that buses
are of particular importance to low
income families as the fares are
so much less than rail fares. Transport for All said how important
buses are for people with disabilities because so few Under-

ground stations are equipped
with lifts. They also fear that cuts
will lead to overcrowding making
it particularly difficult for people
with disabilities.
In its response, Future Transport
London emphasised the increased
importance of locating stops
near together if more passengers
are going to have to change,
that Countdown at interchange
points is particularly important
and
that there should be a safe
environment around bus stops.
TfL admits that more people
will have to change buses to
complete their journeys. It
estimates that whilst currently
19 per cent of passengers have to
make at least one change, in the
future 24 per cent will. London
TravelWatch points to the serious
disbenefit of this. If a bus operates, say, every eight minutes,
the
average wait at the change point
will be four minutes. Added to
this is the time taken to walk
from one bus stop to another.
These minutes soon add up and
can add a substantial time to a
journey. The necessity of changing
buses points to the importance
of clear signs including Countdown, bus stops with adequate
seats and shelter, and a determined effort to bring bus stops at
change points nearer together.
The overall result of these
changes is that London will get a
poorer service and more people
will be forced to use their cars,
the exact opposite of what is required to deal with London’s traffic, air quality and the climate
emergency.

Last mile by bike
Electrically assisted cargo bikes have been available in Hackney
for a few months, as mentioned in newsletter 44 in January.
They are available for hire by businesses which deliver locally.
The concept is now being extended. Technology company Port
has established a ‘dark hub’ in a Leicester Square car park
where individuals or delivery firms can hire electric cargo bikes
and other small delivery vehicles. Vehicles are returned to the
base every night to be charged.
In Hackney Amazon is now one of the clients of these bikes
opening its first micromobility hub in the borough. They are
combining this with deliveries on foot. They have an ambition
to increase their electric fleet ‘driving towards a global net-zero
carbon future’, John Boumphrey, UK country manager said. The
intention is to expand the use of e-cargo bikes, walkers and
electric vehicle delivery fleet to other parts of the UK in coming
months.
Amazon have also set up a Last Mile Logistics Hub to consolidate deliveries across central London in collaboration with the
City of London, transforming 39 car parking spaces within the
underutilised London Wall Car Park. Alastair Moss, chair of the
Planning and Transportation Committee at the City of London
Corporation, said: The Amazon Last Mile Logistics Hub alone
will take up to 85 vehicles off the roads each day, meaning up
to 23,000 less vehicle journeys in central London every year’.
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Crossing the
Thames
The proposed
Thames Barrier
Bridge
Crossing the Thames below Tower Bridge is
becoming easier by rail but not if you are on
foot.
There are foot tunnels under the river at
Greenwich and at Woolwich (as well as the
free ferry there) but neither is pleasant to
use, bicycles can only be wheeled, and the
tunnels are even more unpleasant when any
of the lifts at either end are out of service.
A proposed foot and cycle bridge at Canary
Wharf has been rules unaffordable.
But now a new 530-metre bridge for
pedestrians and cyclists is proposed to cross
the river by the Thames Barrier (see www.
thamesbarrierbridge.com). It would have
several interesting features: a height of 15
metres above Spring Mean High Water so
the ramps either side of the bridge would be
accessible and easy to cycle or walk up and
down. Larger ships (including cruise liners)
pass through the Thames Barrier two to four
times per day and can require 50 metres of
headroom, so the proposed bridge would
incorporate bascules – sections which swing
open upwards, like the pair on Tower Bridge.
The proposed new bridge, estimated to cost
£300 million, would have several bascule
pairs for flexibility and reliability. It would be
located immediately either downstream or
upstream of the Thames Barrier to minimise
the impact on river navigation and flow.
The Thames Barrier Bridge would link two
established and growing communities north
and south of the river in the boroughs of
Newham and Greenwich respectively. It
would serve a vast development area delivering 70,000 new jobs and 55,000 new
homes. London’s City Hall has recently been
relocated to the Royal Docks in the vicinity.
Five million pedestrians and one million cyclists per annum are forecast by consultants
Steer (one of the promoters)to use the proposed bridge for journeys to work. Leisure
travel would be additional to that number.
Another of the promoting companies is
Lifschutz Davidson Sandilands who designed the Golden Jubilee footbridges either
side of Charing Cross railway bridge. Crossing the Thames via either of those is far
more pleasant (and accessible) than it was
using the dilapidated, narrow old footbridge
shaken alarmingly by each passing train.

Neil Roth
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SILVERTOWN TUNNEL
STILL IN THE NEWS
The State of London debate is the annual
opportunity for Londoners to question
Mayor Sadiq Khan about issues that matter.
This year it was held in Indigo at the O2,
North Greenwich on 28th June. The most
contentious question concerned the
Silvertown Tunnel.
This is particularly an issue for residents
who live near the venue and protesters had
already been prevented from entering the
centre. One questioner complained of the
unfairness that poorer Greenwich residents
will have to pay to cross the Thames while
residents of other London boroughs, who
are probably more affluent, will not. He
suggested that it would be fairer if all
river crossings in London had tolls, not
just Silvertown and Blackwall as has been
proposed, to avoid diversion of traffic to
other river crossings in London. It could
also be a source of funding for repairs, for
example to Hammersmith Bridge.
Sadiq Khan dismissed studies which had
concluded the Silvertown Tunnel would
worsen air pollution in deprived parts of
London and stated that other studies had

shown it would be a solution to the air
pollution problem. Seb Dance (Deputy
Mayor for Transport and Vice-Chair of TfL)
justified the Silvertown Tunnel as a remedy
for the infrequency and unreliability of bus
route 108 caused by frequent Blackwall
Tunnel closures and tailbacks. The current
scheduled six buses per hour (single-deckers
because of the height of the northbound
Blackwall Tunnel) would increase to 22
double-deck buses per hour when the
Silvertown Tunnel opens with maybe more
buses later.
The tunnel boring machine is starting to
dig the first bore of the Silvertown Tunnel
and it’s too late to stop it, but all is not lost.
Sian Berry, Green Party GLA member, hosted
an event in City Hall on 11th August encouraging participants to use their creativity to
reimagine the Silvertown Road Tunnel as a
space for good, green, clean transport, perhaps including a tram, although there are
doubts about what route the tram would
follow either side of the tunnel. Having
failed to stop the tunnel completely the
Greens are now hoping to reduce the
scheme to a single bore.

the pathing of freight trains
would be eased by the reopening
of a third platform and that the
middle platform could be used
for extra London Overground
trains to and from Stratford.
The plans for the Highline
would make that impossible.
The Highline planning application acknowledges a possible
need for the land in the future
and is asking for ‘temporary’
use for 20 or 30 years, but FTL
points out that at the end of
that time it might be financially
or politically impossible to regain
it for railway use.
The Highline is a nice idea
but we fear that, if installed, it
would pile up problems for the
future. The scheme’s designers
have published no proposals to
ever fund its removal, so
presumably general taxation
would have to be used. Overcrowding on the North London
Line might well be unbearable in
much less than 20 years’ time.
Camden Town - where the Highline would start

Camden
Highline
The proposal for a walkway next
to the London Overground North
London Line between Camden
Road and York Way is supported
by Camden Council, local MP Keir
Starmer and London Mayor
Sadiq Khan.
According to the scheme’s
designers, the ‘raised park will
feature gardens and walkways,
seating areas, cafés, arts and
cultural interventions, spaces for
charitable activities, areas for
children’s play and a woodland
balcony overlooking Camden
Town’. What’s not to like?
The problem is that, unlike
the New York Highline on which
it is modelled, this walkway is
on operational railway land, using an elevated space that was
once occupied by rail tracks and
is situated next to a live railway.
There were four tracks in use in
the 1960s, which reduced to three
tracks and then to two in the
1990s. Two tracks were thought
sufficient for current rail traffic,
but Transport for London and the
private-sector rail freight industry

now want to add at least one
track back at Camden Road
station, to cope with increased
demand. Rail freight passes to
and from Felixstowe and Thames
Gateway container ports, plus
the Kings Cross to Euston main
lines and the Channel Tunnel.
The on-line magazine
Railfreight.com shares our
concerns. ‘The proposals’ they
say, … ‘are at odds with Network
Rail ambitions to provide additional capacity for growing
freight traffic across the north
of London’.
Future Transport London has
compiled a detailed statement
of opposition to the Camden
planning application 2022/
2019/P. We claim that consent
would destroy Network Rail’s recently published aspirations for
the UK’s rail freight traffic and
Transport for London’s plans for
increased London Overground
capacity.
There is also the question of
the number of platforms at
Camden Road station. Originally
there were four platforms. Two
have long been taken out of use
and the entrance to the Highline
is planned to be on the site.
Network Rail’s ‘London Rail
Freight Strategy’ report, published in May 2021, states that

PODCASTS
FROM FUTURE
TRANSPORT
LONDON
Listen to our podcasts
which are now available at www.
futuretransportlondon.org/
podcasts for expert views on the
latest transport issues affecting
London.
Ollie Lord from the Clean Cities
Campaign is the latest guest on
The FTL Podcast, now into its
fourth episode. Ollie looks at the
future of increased road user
charging in the capital.
Previous guests include London
Living Streets Chair Jeremy
Leach discussing Low Traffic
Neighbourhoods; the evolution
of Crossrail with renowned
writer and broadcaster
Christian Wolmar; and the
ºlatest on TfL funding with FTL’s
Andrew Bosi.
We are always interested in
developing new topics so please
contact Chris Barker
(chrisjbarker46@gmail.com) or
Neil Roth (neilroth@talk21.com)
if you would like to be involved.

IS ROAD
PRICING
GETTING
NEARER?
The Mayor has asked TfL to start
exploring how a new kind of
‘integrated road user charging
system’ could be implemented
to address the problems of toxic
air pollution, the climate
emergency and traffic congestion.
Such a system could replace
all existing road user charges
such as the congestion charge
and ULEZ with a single integrated scheme.
It could be based on such
factors as distance travelled,
with different rates depending
on how polluting their vehicles
are, or where they are driven
‘in order to better reflect the impact of their journey’. Whilst the
Mayor says that any such
scheme is many years away
from being ready for implementation, Hackney has volunteered to be a pilot, ‘saying the
pace of change needs to be
faster, especially if London is
to make progress in reducing
traffic by 27 per cent by 2030 in
line with the ‘accelerated green’
pathway to a net zero carbon
city by that date’.
It is recognised that such a
proposal will meet with vehement opposition by those who
resent any restriction on their
right to drive anywhere at any
time, but it is beginning to be
realised that there is no alternative to some such restriction.
Apart from the obvious dangers
from too much traffic the other
looming issue is funding, not
just for TfL but for national
government. The privileges
granted to drivers of electric
vehicles is leading to a progressively increasing shortfall in tax
revenue. Road user charging
could deal with that issue whilst
still privileging electric car drivers
with preferential charging for
them.
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Towards
Healthy
Streets
All London boroughs recognise
the reality of the climate crisis
and are committed to improving
sustainability following the
Mayor’s commitment to make
London net zero-carbon by 2030.

A NEW
BUS FOR
LONDON
If TfL’s funding settlement allows it a new design of bus will
shortly be rolled out in London. 29 of the new buses have so
far been produced by Alexander Dennis. They are electric of
course, but they also have advanced information screens, high
back seats with phone charger and bellpush incorporated,
wood effect flooring and a sunroof. Also as a first in the modern
era the destination as well as the route number is displayed
on the back as well as the front of the bus. Vertical grab poles
have been replaced by seat back handles to give a more open
feel.
The buses are currently at work on route 63 between King’s
Cross and Honor Oak which also features advanced priority
measures like 24 hour bus lanes and priority at traffic lights.
Seb Dance, Deputy Mayor for Transport, said: ‘It’s great to see
the introduction of this cleaner, safer and 100 per cent electric bus
fleet on route 63. As ridership levels on the route return close
to pre-pandemic levels, these new buses will play a significant
role in encouraging Londoners back onto our bus network.
‘Unfortunately we will not see more of these buses if TfL goes
into managed decline due to lack of funding.’
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The aim is to work towards 80
per cent of all trips in London
being made by walking, cycling
and public transport by 2041.
However, progress by boroughs
towards these aims is variable.
Healthy Streets Scorecard is a
coalition of several sustainable
transport campaigning groups
including London Living Streets,
London Cycling Campaign, Sustrans and Future Transport London
set up to measure the progress
London boroughs are making towards these aims. The scorecard
measures ‘input indicators’
which are actions boroughs can
take to make streets healthier (20
mph, modal filtering, controlled
parking and miles of protected
cycle track), and ‘output indicators’ which show the results of
these measures (mode share, active travel rates, casualties and
vehicle ownership).
The overall score shows how
boroughs have performed. In the
main, inner London boroughs
score better than outer ones.
Partly this is due to the fact that
it is easier to achieve a high score
in areas of high housing density
although, taking that into account, inner boroughs still do
better. Excluding the City of London (exceptional because of its
small area and lack of residents)
top scorer is Islington and bottom of the table is Hillingdon. It
would be expected that car ownership would be higher in Outer
London and lower in Inner London but the difference between
these two boroughs is startling.
In Hillingdon there are more cars
than household whilst in Islington only 33 per cent of house-

holds have cars. It is also noticeable that Hillingdon is one of only
two boroughs (the other, curiously enough, is Tower Hamlets)
in which the number of registered cars has increased in the
last year.
A new measure this year is the
length of bus lanes as a percentage
of bus roads. Top is Hackney. 50
per cent of bus routes are protected. At the opposite end are five
boroughs with less than five per
cent protected (Bexley, Bromley,
Barnet, Redbridge and Sutton).
The measure for low traffic
neighbourhoods is expressed as
the area of LTNs as a proportion
of total areas deemed appropriate for them. Hackney comes top
with 70 per cent with Bexley at
the bottom with four.
Other areas measured include
lengths of protected cycle track
(Waltham Forest good and Kensington bad) and lengths of
school streets. Nearly 50 per cent
of schools in Islington are protected by traffic free streets at
school opening and closing times
whilst Bexley, Hammersmith and
Sutton have none.
The aim of the Scorecard is to
help councils and residents compare how well their borough is
doing in relation to others and
identify areas for action. We
hope that these data contribute
to this cause.
The full analysis can be see at
https://www.healthystreetsscorecard.london/.

